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Celebrity voice changer free app

Dec 05, 2020• Proven solutions Have you ever wondered what your voice would sound like if you were a cartoon character, a robot, or an older version of yourself? Changing what your voice sounds like has never been easier regardless of the Smartphone model you have, as voice change apps can be used on both
iPhone and Android devices. Even if there's nothing wrong with scheduling your voice to have fun with your friends, using voice change programs to pull malicious pranks or bullying strangers online is far from acceptable. Read on, if you want to find out more about the best voice change apps for iPhone and Android
devices and discover the one you enjoy using the most. Best Voice Changer Apps for iPhone and Android Creating a new ringtone, making a voice recording or having fun with your friends are just a few reasons why so many people choose to try voice change apps. The vast majority of these apps feature well-stocked
sound effects libraries that enable their users to have fun with their friends and hear what they would sound like if they were drunk or after inhaling helium. So, let's take a look at some of the best polling change programs on the market. Change video voice on Windows and Mac with Wondershare Filmora9 Do you want to
turn the voice into video on Windows and Mac and don't know what software can meet this requirement? Try Wondershare Filmra9 video editor, which offers several ways to change voice over, such as changing the voice speed or changing the pitch. Download the trial version below and find out more possibility in video
creation with Filmora9. 1. Celebrity Voice Changer – Face Price: Free, but offer in-app purchases Compatibility: iOS 9.0 or later User Rating: 4.0 If you want to sound like your favorite movie star of TV host, then celebrity Voice Changer is one of the best choices you can make. Besides the standard set of options, the
app can also request you new voices, as its machine learning technology can mimic virtually anyone's voice. However, Celebrity Voice Changer is currently only available in English and it cannot module speech in other languages. In addition, you need to make an in-app purchase to access all of the app's features or
unlock the unlimited use of the app. Advantages Automatic voice modulation Large variety of voice filters The program generates video files that are better adapted to the audience on social media than audio files Excellent impressions of celebrities Cons Unreasonably expensive The app's Deep Learning technology still
has plenty of room for improvement 2. Snapchat Price: Free, but offers in-app purchases Compatibility: iOS 10.0 or later, Android 4.4 or up User Rating: 3.8 With over 203 million daily users, Snapchat is one of the largest messaging platforms on the market. Previously, we shared how to on Snapchat to change, besides
that, the app lets its users capture short moments, or the so-called Snaps and share them with friends. In addition In addition Hundreds of video filters, Snapchat also features a broad spectrum of voice-changing effects that make Snaps more entertaining. Still, the audio recording options snapchat offers are far from
ideal, because the app doesn't allow you to edit the files you create with it. Using Snapchat will drain your battery quickly, which is why you need to pay attention to how often you use this information. Pros The easy voice modulation process Excellent messaging options Give you access to a large community of like-
minded people Lenses and filters are updated on a daily basis Cons Editing voice changes after you create a Snap may not be possible Snapchat is not primarily a voice change app Check the detailed information on How to change with 2 Easy Methods &gt;&gt; 3. Voice Changer Price: Free Compatibility: Android 4.1
and up User Rating: 4.3 Changing your voice with this app will take no more than a few moments of your time. You just need to start the app and press the microphone button to start recording a message or a joke that you'd like to module. Once you're happy with the audio recording you've made, you can continue to
choose from more than twenty voice effects that will make you sound like a dwarf, a robot or a stranger. The program's file sharing capabilities enable you to post your audio recordings on any social media platform of your choice or save your files and use them as many times as you want. Pros Entertaining and Easy to
Use The Simple Three-Step Voice Modulation Process Good selection of voice filters Excellent file sharing options Cons The app displays ad No audio editing tools 4. Voicy: Celebrity Voice Changer Price: Free, but offering in-app purchases Compatibility: iOS 10 or later User rating: 4.3 Personalize your favorite celebrity
can be a fun way to polish your friends on social media. Voicy features a broad array of celebrity voice impersonations that you can use to make you sound like a famous actress or TV personality. The app uses a machine learning technology that can generate more than forty avatars and allow the users to experiment
with different voice effects. The free version of the program only provides limited capabilities, so if you want to access all of the Voicy's features, you should choose a weekly, monthly, or annual subscription. Advantages equipped with powerful machine learning technology Offer a large variety of voice avatars The fast
voice change process a good choice if you want a parody disadvantages more expensive than the competition Only supports the English language 5. Video Voice Changer – Fun Editor Price: Free, but offering in-app purchases Compatibility: iOS 8.0 or later User Rating: 4.4 Changing the voices in the videos you record
with your iPhones or iPads is a simple process that takes a minimum amount of effort. You either use this iOS-based app to capture videos you're going to dub or import some of the albums they're stored in. The Video Voice Changer app is a great amazing if you want to dub videos directly from your phone because it
enables you to change the voices in your videos and make them sound like mice, bears or ghosts. There are over thirty voting effects to choose from, so you can easily choose the one that best suits the video you edit. Advantages equipped with video recording tools Excellent dubbing features A rich array of voice
effects Allow users to share their creations on Facebook, Instagram, and other social media platforms Cons You must make an in-app purchase to unlock all of the app's features No audio mixing options 6. Video Voice Changer FX Price: Free, but offers in-app purchases Compatibility: Android 4.1 and up User Rating:
4.1 This is a simple app, anyone can use to turn the voices into a video. Simply upload a video file from an SD card into your phone and select an audio effect that you want to apply. The program's collection of funny voices includes options such as echo, squirrel, spaceship or chipmunk. Once you select the voice effect
you want to add to a video, the app will begin generating a new video that will be saved to your phone. Sharing the videos you edit directly to social media directly with Video Voice Changer FX is not an option. Pros Fun and Easy to Use Great Price to Performance Ratio Changing a Voice requires just a few taps Allow
users to switch between effects, while the video plays Cons No audio or video recording capability Does not support social media sharing 7. Squeak Voice Changer Price: Free, but offering in-app purchases Compatibility: Android 4.3 and up User Rating: 3.9 Every joke you want to share with your online friends is going
to be a little funnier if you record it with Squeak Voice Changer. You just need to tap the Record button and then proceed to select one of the available effects. Every voice changing effect this app offers is represented by a character so you have to choose Jamie the Jolly if you want to make your voice sound like you're
at a party or Bruce the Sentimental Bot if you want your voice to sound artificial. All the recordings you make with Squeak Voice Changer can easily be shared on social media. Advantages equipped with audio recording options Cute and memorable characters that represent voice effects Cheap and fun to use Functional
app design Cons Poor choice of voice effects The AI recognizes only the English language 8. Voice Changer with Effects Price: Free Compatibility: Android 4.1 and up User Rating: 4.5 This Android-based app is designed to make fun and easy, since voice modulation features enable you to play voice recording
backwards or change your voice to healthy robot or even alien. Besides recording your voice, the app can also liquidate your pre-recorded sounds and save them to your phone or use them as ringtones or notification sounds. Furthermore, the app lets you add sounds to images and share them on Facebook. Voice
Changer with Effects enables you to share all audio files you process with it on any of the most social media platforms. Benefits The app has more than 50,000,000 installs equipped with a text to voice function Setting a new ringtone with this app is easily Supported editing of pre-recorded audio files Cons Contains ads
No audio or video editing options 9. Voice Changer Price: Free Compatibility: Android 4.1 and up User Rating: 4.4 If you're looking for an Android app that lets you mode your voice quickly and effortlessly, Voice Changer could be one of the best options you can find on the market. You can record your voice by simply
tapping the microphone and speaking in your phone's speaker, and then applying one of the sound effects this app offers. Optionally, you can import an audio file that you already incorporated into the app and then apply Martian, Foreigner, Giant, or Child effects to your voice recording. The best part is that you can apply
each of these effects to the audio files you edit as many times as you like. Benefits Many Funny Effects Simple audio recording setup Intuitive and modern design interface Enables users to share audio files via Bluetooth or social media platforms Cons No video editing tools The quality of output audio files can vary 10.
Voice FX Price: Free but offers in-app purchases Compatibility: Android 4.0.3 and up User Rating: 3.8 Modem voices in all types of audio files is a simple and fun process that can be completed in just a few taps. During the audio recording session, you can apply all voice effects to the audio you record and stream them
live on your web browsers or media players you're using. Voice FX changes your voice in real time, which enables you to preview your results before deciding whether to save it. All files you export from this app are going to be stored in the MP3 format so you can use them as ringtones on your Android device.
Advantages Allow users to module pre-recorded audio files Voice effects to be applied in real time Offer live streaming features Exports files in the MP3 format Cons Prone to a limited selection of voice effects 11. Voice Changer Plus Price: Free, but offer in-app purchases Compatibility: iOS 8.0 or later User Rating: 4.8
iPhone and iPad owners who need a voice change app that gives them complete creative freedom over modulation of the voices they record should consider using the Voice Changer Plus. The program features more than fifty voting effects and it provides support for voice-across surveys. Additionally, you can edit all
your audio files even after you've saved them, which allows you to find new ways to improve your recordings over time. Voice Changer Plus is also equipped with trim controls, so you can remove all parts of your audio files that you don't want to share with your friends on social media. Benefits offer more voting effects
than most of its competitors Offer voice over survey Users can trim their audio files All audio recordings can be edited after the voice modulation Cons In-app purchase is required to all of the app's features Moderation audio in video files is not an option Below is a quick comparison table among these voice changer
applications, hoping it will be useful. App Supports OS User Rating Voice Templates Celebrity Voice Changer - Face iOS 9.0 or later 4.0 Yes Snapchat iOS 10.0 or later, Android 4.4 or up 3.8 No Voice Changer by e3games Android 4.1 and up to 4.3 Yes Voicy: Celebrity Voice Changer iOS 10 or later 4.3 Yes Video
Change Voicer – Fun Editor iOS 8.0 or later 4.4 Yes Video Voice Changer FX Android 4.1 and up to 4.1 Yes Squeak Voice Changer Android 4.3 and up to 3.9 Yes Change Voicer with Effects Android 4.1 and up to 4.5 Ja Voice Changer Android 4.1 and up to 4.4 Ja Voice FX Android 4.0.3 and up to 3.8 Yes Voice
Changer Plus iOS 8.0 or later 4.8 Yes Conclusion Everyone enjoys a good joke, and the apps we feature in this article allow you to have a lot of fun while experimenting with different voice modulation options. All the voting effects these apps offer can automatically change a voice, but if you want to change the voices in
your videos, you need to choose an app that supports this option. Which of the best voice change apps for iPhone and Android devices are you going to choose? Leave a comment, and share your opinions with us. We.
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